The Civil Service
of the general population* There was a large class af the
base whose life would be spent in routine work which,
while demanding both application and accuracy, would
at no real point call either initiative or responsibility into
play. There was the great army of clerical officials, for
the most part doing routine work, but from whom, save
at the apex of the pyramid, little was expected save the
application of well-worn precedent to new material. Above
them, again, was the executive class, responsible, indeed,
but, for the most part, rather preparing the materials for
policy than initiating policy itself. Above them, finally,
was the administrative class, almost exclusively univer-
sity-trained, who were the advisers of ministers and the
makers of policy. Of some half million persons who are,
in one way or another, civil servants, 330,000 are ab-
sorbed by industrial establishments, such as the Arsenal
and the Dockyards, and the Post Office. Of the remainder
there are some 70,000 clerical, some 16,000 executive,
officials; and the administrative class comprises some
thirteen hundred members. To these must be added, of
significant officials, some '2,500 inspectors in different
departments, and nearly 7,000 professional, technical,
and scientific workers, who range from architects, bar-
risters, physicists and doctors, to experts in old furniture
at the Office of Works.
From this pattern, especially in the post-war period,
certain things immediately emerge. The effective power
in the Civil Service is in the administrative" class. That
is the brain ef the whole; it is there that the decisions
which count are made. Effectively, also, that class is com-
posed of men with a university training; and most of its
members come from Oxford and Cambridge. An analysis
of the social composition of the administrative dass wiB
show, further, that its members come mostly from parents
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